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Abstract
A telescope of three silicon detectors has been installed close to the internal target
position of the ANKE spectrometer, which is situated inside the ultra-high vacuum
of the COSY-Ju¨lich light-ion storage ring. The detection and identification of slow
protons and deuterons emerging from a deuterium cluster-jet target thus becomes
feasible. A good measurement of the energy and angle of such a spectator proton
(psp) allows one to identify a reaction as having taken place on the neutron in the
target and then to determine the kinematical variables of the ion-neutron system
on an event-by-event basis over a range of c.m. energies.
The system has been successfully tested under laboratory conditions. By mea-
suring the spectator proton in the pd→ pspdpi
0 reaction in coincidence with a fast
deuteron in the ANKE Forward Detector, values of the pn→ dpi0 total cross section
have been deduced. Further applications of the telescope include the determination
of the luminosity and beam polarisation which are required for several experiments.
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Position sensitive silicon telescope
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1 Introduction
In any thorough investigation of meson production or other reactions resulting
from nucleon-nucleon collisions, it is important to have proton-neutron data
as well as proton-proton. Medium energy neutron beams, even when produced
from stripped deuterons, have a significant momentum spread. Unless the np
centre-of-mass energy is determined by other means, such as by measuring all
final-state particles, these neutron beams are not suitable for measuring cross
sections that vary fast with energy, as is the case for meson production near
threshold. The alternative, of using the neutron inside deuterium as a target
for a proton beam, faces similar problems due to the Fermi motion of the
neutron in the target. Despite the typical neutron momentum in the deuteron
being only around 60 MeV/c, this spreads the c.m. energy by approximately
100 MeV, depending upon the mass of the meson being produced. A precise
experiment therefore requires all final-state particles to be measured also in
this approach.
The suggestion of using the deuteron as a substitute for a neutron target is
very plausible because the average proton-neutron separation in the nucleus
is about 4 fm, which is large compared to the typical range of forces between
elementary particles. To a good first approximation then, an incident particle
will interact with either a proton or neutron target, leaving the other nucleon
in the deuteron as a spectator, moving with the momentum that it had before
the collision. In the thick targets used in bubble chamber or electronic mea-
surements with external beams, one rarely detects such a spectator particle,
which has an energy of only a few MeV. This situation has been radically
changed with the advent of medium energy proton storage rings where one
can work with thin windowless targets. It then becomes feasible to measure
the proton spectators in solid state counters placed in the vacuum of the tar-
get chamber inside such a ring. Knowing the beam energy and the spectator
momentum allows one to reconstruct the c.m. energy of the proton-neutron
system without measuring all the particles produced in this reaction. In this
way it is possible to exploit the intrinsic target momenta, measuring a cross
section over a range of well-defined c.m. energies while working at a fixed
beam momentum. Furthermore, merely identifying a spectator proton psp is
an indication that the production reaction has taken place on the neutron and
not on the proton, thus simplifying significantly the subsequent data analysis.
These ideas have all been successfully tested in an initial experiment at the
CELSIUS ring, where the spectator protons were measured in a set of sim-
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ple silicon detectors [1]. All final particles in the pd → pspdpi
0 reaction were
detected, with the two photons from the pi0 decay being used as the trigger.
Using a circulating beam whose energy was fixed at 320 MeV, the authors
could deduce within the spectator model the variation of the pn → dpi0 to-
tal cross section at five c.m. energies near threshold and this agreed with the
results from standard data compilations. On the other hand, the lack of an
independent luminosity measurement meant that it was not possible to de-
termine absolute cross sections. Since there is no room for these spectator
counters in the new WASA target chamber at CELSIUS, they are now being
used at COSY to study the pn→ pnη′ reaction [2].
At the COSY-ANKE facility of the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich we have ex-
tended the CELSIUS technique by constructing a telescope of three silicon
detectors, the details of which are given in section 2. The self-triggering ca-
pabilities of the telescope allow efficient data taking at high particle fluxes.
As discussed in the following section, the set-up yields good measurements of
both the energies and angles of slow protons and deuterons emerging from a
deuterium target. Using the E-∆E technique the system permits particle iden-
tification and, in particular, the separation of recoil protons from deuterons
over significant energy ranges. One new feature of this set-up is its capability
of working down to proton momenta of 70MeV/c. Not only are the achiev-
able statistics significantly increased, as compared to experiments with higher
threshold energies, but also the interpretation of the data in terms of its model
dependence becomes substantially simplified.
The technique is put to the test in section 4, where the measurement of the
pd→ pspdpi
0 reaction away from threshold is described. By using a deuterium
cluster-jet target and detecting the fast deuteron in the forward system of the
ANKE magnetic spectrometer, the pi0 could be identified as a peak in the pspd
missing mass. The pn → dpi0 total cross section thus extracted agrees with
the results deduced from previous experiments.
In subsequent experiments the spectator telescope has been used to measure
the total cross sections for the pn → dω [3,4] and pn → dη [5] reactions
near threshold. At the high beam momenta required for ω production, the
recoil deuterons from elastic proton-deuteron scattering can also be detected
in the telescope and used to determine the luminosity by comparing with
known pd→ pd differential cross sections. Another application of the set-up is
the measurement of the beam polarisation, which is vitally important for the
polarised experimental programme at ANKE. These measurements, and the
outlook for further work, are outlined in our conclusions of the final section.
3
2 Silicon Telescope
The ANKE facility is a magnetic spectrometer and detection system placed at
an internal target position of the COSY light-ion storage ring [6]. In order to
extend its capabilities through the detection of recoil particles with very low
momenta, a telescope consisting of three layers of silicon detectors has been
chosen, as sketched in top view in Fig. 1. This enables tracking, energy deter-
mination, and particle identification to be carried out within the constraints
imposed by the restricted space inside the ANKE vacuum chamber.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of top view of the silicon telescope inside the ANKE target chamber
showing the COSY beam, the cluster target and the telescope structure of three
silicon detectors.
In order to identify a particle via the E-∆E method and to determine its
kinetic energy, it has to be stopped after traversing a preceding detector and
depositing part of its energy therein. Now the Fermi momentum of a spectator
proton in the deuteron is on average about 60MeV/c (Tp ≈ 1.9MeV) and only
about 5% of protons have momenta above 250MeV/c. Moreover, at the higher
momenta one has problems in being sure that the recoil proton is indeed a
spectator rather than an active participant in a reaction.
A 5mm thick lithium-drifted strip detector [7] stops protons with kinetic en-
ergies up to 31MeV, i.e. momenta up to 250MeV/c. Taken in combination
with a 300µm thick detector, protons with Tp ≥ 6.7MeV could in principle
be used. However, as will be seen in the following section, detection thresholds
and angular straggling considerations increase this limit to 8MeV. In order
to extend this range down to kinetic energies of 2.5MeV, an initial layer con-
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sisting of a 60µm thick surface-barrier detector was also installed. This choice
combines a low threshold for protons, with energy deposits sufficient to dis-
tinguish protons from deuterons. Though it would have been very helpful to
reduce the energy threshold for spectator protons by using, say, an 18µm thick
surface-barrier detector, it was found in a separate test measurement [8] that
the energy resolution versus band separation in this case would not suffice to
distinguish between protons and deuterons. The details of the layers finally
chosen are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Principal properties of the detectors used in the spectator telescope. The first layer
is circular and not segmented. For the others, the number of strips and their pitch, is
given. The energy resolution of the detectors was deduced from measurements with
an α-particle source, and the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks,
which characterises the noise level, is given.
1st layer 2nd layer 3rd layer
Silicon detector type Surface barrier Implanted Lithium-drifted
Sensitive thickness 60.9µm 306µm 5.1mm
Entrance window [Si-eqv.] 0.08µm ≤ 1.5µm ≤ 1µm
Exit window [Si-eqv.] 0.23µm ≤ 1.5µm ≤ 1mm
Active area 450mm2 32× 15mm2 47× 23mm2
Segmentation 1 32 200
Pitch — 1mm 235µm
Noise 100 keV 70 keV 80 keV
With respect to the incident beam direction, angles from the deuterium cluster-
jet target between 83 and 104◦ are covered in the horizontal plane, whereas
in the vertical direction limits of ±10◦ and ±7◦ are set by the second and
third layers respectively. Having some coverage in the forward hemisphere is
important because deuterons from elastic proton-deuteron scattering, used for
luminosity determination at high energies as well as for the alignment, cannot
go backwards in the laboratory frame.
Simple kinematic arguments show that, for counters placed close to 90◦, both
the c.m. energy Wpn of the proton-neutron system and the typical missing-
mass determinations depend even more sensitively upon the polar angle of the
spectator proton than on its energy. To handle this, the second and third layers
of the telescope are composed of strips arranged perpendicularly to the beam.
The surface-barrier detector and all 32 strips of the 300µm thick detector are
read out individually using analogue electronics. Preamplifiers with a gain of
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55mV/MeV are placed outside the vacuum about 10 cm from the detectors.
The shaper amplifiers, with shaping constants of 1µs differentiating and 1µs
integrating, are placed 20m apart. The latter 32 channels have additionally
been equipped with fast shaper amplifiers (shaping constants: 1µs differenti-
ating, 10 ns integrating) and discriminators to allow triggering. This feature
is essential for efficient data-taking at high particle fluxes because the elastic
and quasi-free elastic channels cannot be efficiently suppressed by the on-line
trigger from the ANKE forward system alone. The last layer, however, has
been equipped with 4 resistor chains such that 8 read-out channels are suffi-
cient to obtain the energy loss and coordinate, using the sum and difference
of amplitudes respectively [8,9]. Due to the higher dynamic range, the gain of
the preamplifiers is only 5mV/MeV with an unchanged shaping constant of
1µs of the main amplifieres. The angular resolution that can be obtained with
the chosen arrangement will be discussed in the next section.
One big advantage of our set-up is that it allows us to determine the relative
positions of the target and detectors far more accurately than can be done by
conventional techniques. This is because the elastic proton-deuteron kinemat-
ics are fully determined by the measurement of the deuteron kinetic energy
in the second and third layers of the telescope. For this reason an accurate
energy calibration of the system was performed, as described below. With the
achieved precision of 1% in the particle’s kinetic energy, the telescope could be
aligned to within a few tenths of a millimetre with respect to the target. More-
over, the angles of the ANKE forward system could also be determined with
respect to the target and beam to about 0.05◦. Though this feature is useful
when determining the spectator angles, it is essential for reliable acceptance
calculations.
The amplitudes for each read-out channel were calibrated individually using
α-particle sources in combination with an electronic pulser designed to deliver
precise attenuation factors. Taken together with the known energy deposit
from the α-particles, an absolute calibration was then obtained including all
the non-linearities of the system, as shown e.g. for the second layer by Fig. 2(a).
The pulser amplitudes have been calibrated simultaneously, allowing them to
be used to calibrate the complete system at any time after their installa-
tion at COSY. In order to monitor the calibration of the 300µm and 5mm
thick detectors simultaneously with the measurements, two low-intensity α-
particle sources (50 and 500Bq) were permanently mounted in the system.
The strengths were such that, while being negligible compared to the primary
count rate, more than 300 events could be collected per read-out channel
within a typical run-time of two hours. These yielded clean peaks above the
background, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 2. Laboratory calibration and on-line check for the second telescope layer. (a)
The pulser signals and α-peak position permit an absolute off-line calibration. The
calibration at the accelerator can be achieved using the calibrated pulser signals
and cross-checked by the experimental data shown in (b). The upper distribution
was obtained by selecting forward angles, where elastically scattered deuterons are
present, whereas only protons can contribute in the backward hemisphere shown
in the lower distribution. The absolute energy calibration was controlled by the
well-defined energy loss of stopped α-particles coming from permanently mounted
sources E(α) (narrow peaks) and by the maximum energy loss for protons and
deuterons, Emax(p) and Emax(d) respectively.
3 Spectator Proton Detection
Particle identification is carried out using the E-∆E technique, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The agreement between the experimental data and the predicted proton
and deuteron curves for the two pairs of counters prove that the systematic
error in the absolute kinetic energy determination is below 1%.
To quantify the background arising from possible misidentification, slices have
been cut from Fig. 3 and the resulting projections plotted in Fig. 4. The
effective resolution, including all experimental contributions such as straggling,
detector and electronic response, etc., was found to be such that the bands
are separated over our full range by more than two and six times their widths
for the low and high energy particles respectively. From this it is already
clear that, by applying an appropriate cut between the bands, protons can
be well separated from deuterons. The residual deuteron background becomes
completely insignificant if elastic events are further suppressed by information
from the ANKE forward system, as shown by the dashed histograms in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Particle identification achieved by comparing energy deposits in two layers of
the telescope. The boxes represent experimental data whereas the curves correspond
to the predicted energy losses of protons and deuterons in silicon [10]. The deuteron
band in (b), obtained at 2.8GeV/c, largely disappears at low beam momenta due to
the restricted geometrical acceptance of the system; the recoil deuterons from elastic
pd scattering then generally have too little energy. The cuts applied to produce
Figures 4 are indicated by the dashed lines.
The energy range of the telescope divides naturally into the two classes of
events shown in Figs. 3(a),(b). Protons with kinetic energies between 2.3 and
6.7MeV traverse the 60µm surface-barrier detector and stop in the second
layer whereas those that stop in the final layer have energies up to 31MeV.
The identification of protons by the E-∆E method is, however, complicated
in the transition region between these two ranges. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the
band arising from deuterons traversing the first two layers, but missing the
third, overlaps with that from stopped protons. Taking into account the finite
energy resolution, protons are only completely distinguished from deuterons
in the low energy range of Fig. 3(a) for Tp < 4.4MeV. On the other hand, the
lower limit that we have taken for the second range, Tp > 8MeV, has been set
by the straggling considerations discussed below. The overlap of the deuteron
band imposes no restriction since deuterons with energies above ≈ 30MeV
are not scattered into the acceptance of the system.
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Fig. 4. Projections of the slices in the E-∆E spectra obtained by applying the cuts
indicated by the dashed lines in Figs. 3. These correspond to the combinations
∆E(60µm) + ∆E(300µm)/4 and ∆E(300µm) + ∆E(5mm)/5 respectively. The
solid histograms, scaled by factors of 0.2 and 0.05 for (a) and (b) respectively,
show the separation of the proton and deuteron bands in both energy ranges. The
dashed histograms are obtained after the rejection of elastic events on the basis of
information obtained from the forward system.
The 60µm layer has no spatial resolution but the 300µm and 5mm detectors
each have strips on one of their sides. These are placed perpendicular to the
beam direction, leading to a purely geometrical angular resolution σ(θ) of
about 0.4◦ in the horizontal plane. Now, within our geometry, the polar angle
can be well approximated by this horizontal angle. However, even for the
relatively fast deuterons used to measure the luminosity and relative alignment
to the target, straggling of more than 1◦ dominates the resolution. The angle of
the protons from the lower energy range, where the only position information
is provided by the strip number in the second layer, is determined using the
relative position of the target centre. The finite target size then fixes the
spectator polar angle to within ±5◦. There remains an acceptable background
of a few per cent of events not originating from the target. For the higher
energy protons we have chosen a lower limit of 8MeV in order to limit the
straggling to be below 3◦. The vertical angle is fixed only by the target and
detector sizes but this corresponds essentially to the azimuthal angle, which
has no influence on the determination of the c.m. energy. The characteristics
of the two detection ranges are summarised in Table 2.
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Table 2
Effective ranges of detection, angular resolution and band separation in terms of
FWHM in the silicon telescope
Combination 1st & 2nd 2nd & 3rd
Tp-range 2.6 – 4.4MeV 8 – 22MeV
pp-range 70 – 91MeV/c 123 – 204MeV/c
σ(θp) ≈ 5
◦ ≤ 3◦
Band separation > 2×FWHM > 6×FWHM
In order to study the experimental energy and angular resolution of the sili-
con layers prior to the measurements at COSY, a dedicated experiment was
performed using the proton beam at the Tandem Accelerator of the Institute
of Nuclear Physics of the University of Cologne [8]. This led to the choice of
a suitable first layer detector. It also showed that the position in the 5mm
detector, read out using a resistor chain, could be reconstructed with an ac-
curacy better than 300µm in absolute value. The angular resolution is then
dominated by angular straggling, which was measured to be in good agreement
with results from Monte-Carlo simulations [11].
The target chamber of ANKE is placed just in front of the spectrometer mag-
net D2 such that the low energy protons and deuterons detected by the tele-
scope are perturbed by the stray magnetic field. Though the fields in this
region, B . 0.1T, are much smaller than the maximum values in the spec-
trometer, B = 1.6T, significant corrections have to be introduced because
of the low spectator proton momenta. Corrections of 0.6◦ to 1.8◦ relative to
straight lines, depending upon the spectator energy, have been obtained from
Monte Carlo simulations [11].
4 Measurement of the pd → pspdpi
0 Reaction
The magnetic dipole of ANKE, combined with the forward detector system
of multiwire proportional counters (MWPCs), scintillator hodoscope and in-
clined Cˇerenkov counters, allows us to identify and measure the momenta of
fast particles produced in coincidence with spectator protons in the silicon
telescope. This system, illustrated in Fig. 5, is described in detail in Ref. [6].
The detection and identification of two charged particles allows one to select
the production of a single meson, such as the pi0, η, or ω, through the missing
mass technique.
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hodoscope Cerenkov
detectors
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Fig. 5. The part of the ANKE set-up used for the measurement of the pd→ pspdpi
0
reaction. Sketched are the circulating COSY proton beam, the target chamber with
the telescope for spectator proton detection, the vacuum chamber of the spectrom-
eter dipole magnet D2, and the forward detection system used to track and identify
fast deuterons.
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Fig. 6. The normalised energy loss per centimetre for particles in the first hodoscope
layer of the ANKE forward detector versus their measured momentum. Clearly vis-
ible are the upper and lower bands originating from deuterons and protons respec-
tively. Note that the statistics for protons are orders of magnitude greater than for
deuterons. The lines indicate the cuts applied to select deuterons shown in Fig. 7(a)
To test this method of investigating meson production in proton-neutron inter-
actions at ANKE, we have measured the pd→ pspdpi
0 reaction at a beam mo-
mentum of 1.2GeV/c. In Fig. 6 the energy losses of particles in the first plane
of the scintillator hodoscope of ANKE are plotted versus their reconstructed
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momenta. The spectrum is dominated by the proton peak around 1.2GeV/c
corresponding to small-angle deuteron break-up events. However, one also
observes clear proton and deuteron bands and, by imposing a momentum-
dependent threshold between them, one can reduce the proton contribution
significantly. Since the Landau tail from the quasi-elastic protons cannot be
suppressed very effectively at high momenta, only the range below 1.15GeV/c
was selected when extracting the pn→ dpi0 cross section, as indicated in Fig. 6.
The experimental momentum distribution is compared in Fig. 7(a) to a Gaus-
sian fit for the dpi0 events plus a polynomial ansatz for the background. The
number of detected events for the pn→ dpi0 reaction has been deduced solely
from this figure where, unlike for the missing-mass representation, the distri-
bution is not biased by the assumption that the fast particle is a deuteron.
Since the experiment was carried out very close to the two-pion threshold, the
background must arise primarily from protons misidentified as deuterons. This
is consistent with the missing mass distribution for the same events, which is
shown in Fig. 7(b). There is a clear peak at around 140MeV/c2, corresponding
to the undetected pi0. The large width comes from measuring pion production
well above threshold with a limited angular resolution of the forward array.
The small shift compared to the true pion mass is consistent with the geomet-
ric precision of the set-up. The second peak towards the maximum missing
mass is due to the proton background.
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Fig. 7. Momentum and missing mass distributions using spectator protons with
2.6 ≤ Tsp ≤ 4.4MeV and energy losses in the hodoscope for proton suppression.
The integrated luminosity for the pi0 production experiment at 600MeV was
obtained by counting protons elastically and quasi-elastically scattered from
the target at laboratory angles between 5◦ and 10◦, as described in Ref. [12].
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It is not possible to separate cleanly pd→ pd from pd→ ppn events using just
the ANKE Forward Detector information, though the momentum resolution is
sufficient to exclude pion production. The inclusive pd differential cross section
can be reliably estimated within the Glauber model [13]. Such a calculation,
which takes into account the sum of elastic and inelastic terms in closure
approximation, could be checked in part using the results obtained on the
pd → pd differential cross section, which has been measured close to our
energy at Tp = (582± 10)MeV [14]. It is believed that the luminosity can be
obtained to ±7% using this procedure [15]. The reduction in flux due to the
presence of a second nucleon in the target (shadowing), has been taken into
account by a 5% correction, similar to that used for η production [16].
To calculate the acceptance of the whole system, the pd→ pspdpi
0 reaction was
simulated using the PLUTO event generator [17], which includes the Fermi
motion in the deuteron. The events thus obtained were fed into the standard
GEANT3 program [11], adjusted to the geometry of the ANKE. Finally, the
momenta of both the spectator proton and fast deuteron were subjected to
the experimental cuts imposed by the spectator telescope and forward detector
system respectively.
After correcting for the tracking efficiency in the wire chambers and the
spectator detection, we deduce a total cross section of σtot(pn → dpi
0) =
(1.62 ± 0.14)mb at an effective mean beam energy of Tbeam = 556MeV. The
c.m. energy is here reconstructd to 7MeV FWHM. A direct measurement of
this cross section with a neutron beam at this energy gave σtot(np → dpi
0) =
(1.6 ± 0.27)mb [18]. Alternatively, on the basis of isospin, σtot(pn → dpi
0) =
1
2
σT (pp→ dpi
+) = (1.53±0.01)mb, where we have used values from the stan-
dard data compilation [19]. The agreement with our result is therefore very
satisfactory.
5 Conclusions
We have here described the construction and application of a solid state tele-
scope capable of measuring slow protons and deuterons in the ultra-high vac-
uum conditions pertaining at an internal-target station of a storage ring. The
technique enables us not only to identify the particles but, also to measure
their kinetic energies with 1% precision. Using the tracking capabilities of the
set-up the angle of the spectator can be determined and the relative positions
of the target and all detectors measured, such that geometrical uncertainties
are minimised.
The combination of the silicon telescope with a magnetic analysis system for
fast particles permits the identification of reactions on the neutron in the
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deuterium target and the measurement of their absolute cross sections. The
centre-of-mass energies in such reactions are well defined by the kinematics
of the spectator proton and, in fact, the deuteron Fermi motion allows a scan
over a wide range of energies while keeping the beam momentum fixed. Apart
from the pn → dpi0 test experiment reported here, the system has already
been used to investigate near-threshold ω [3] and η [5] production from the
neutron.
A further use of this technique is the monitoring of the luminosity in ex-
periments at storage rings. The energy of a recoil deuteron detected near 90◦
determines very well the kinematics of elastic proton-deuteron scattering, thus
fixing the luminosity in terms of the pd → pd differential cross section. This
method was employed in the analysis of our pn → dω measurement [3] and
other reactions at ANKE. With the current set-up it could not be used for
the pn → dpi0 measurement presented here. This geometric limitation can
be overcome by an optimised positioning of the system within the redesigned
vacuum chamber at ANKE. It is important to note that the telescope can also
be used to evaluate the luminosity for pp reactions with a hydrogen target by
measuring the low energy proton from pp elastic scattering near 90◦.
Another application of the set-up is the measurement of the beam polarisation,
which is becoming increasingly important in view of the number of polarisation
measurements proposed at COSY [20]. It was proven, using the telescope
described here, that it was possible to do this in parallel to data-taking without
any harm to or restriction on the beam [21].
The experience gained in building and using the spectator counter system
has been put to use in the design of second-generation silicon telescopes [22].
Putting four of these new telescopes even closer to the beam will increase
the geometrical acceptance by a factor 40. Since all the detectors, especially
the 65µm layers, will be double-sided strip detectors, the angles of even low
energy spectators will be measured to σ(θ) = σ(φ) = 1◦−3◦. This means that
the tracks from the extended target region of a polarised gas target could also
be reconstructed. This will open the window to use polarised deuterium as a
source for polarised proton-polarised neutron physics.
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